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produced the first complete

sequence of the genome of Eastern
equine encephalomyelitis virus

(EEEV), a mosquito-borne
alphavirus related to the severe

human disease Venezuelan equine
encephalitis virus (VEEV). EEEV is

the leading cause of viral
encephalitis in North America and is
the only alphavirus known to cause
human disease. EEEV has a stable,

temperature-sensitive, double-
stranded RNA genome encoding
two major polypeptides, a non-

structural polyprotein which
replicates the genomic RNA and a
single structural polyprotein which
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is the precursor to the major virus-
encoded glycoproteins. The

replication protein contains two
enzymatic activities, proteinase (3C-

like) and methyltransferase
(MTase), that process the viral

genome to yield RNA for packaging
into progeny virions. The N-terminal

region of the non-structural
polyprotein is the precursor to the
3' co-terminal subdomains of the
structural protein that mediate

assembly and egress of infectious
virus. We have developed a reverse

genetics system for EEEV, which
allows us to study viral growth

kinetics, virus production, assembly
and budding. We have also

assembled infectious virus-like
particles (VLPs), which are useful as

a vaccine component and in
screening vaccine candidates and

antiviral therapeutics. VLPs are
formed when the structural protein

subdomains are expressed in
bacteria in the absence of the co-
translational assembly machinery,

and thus do not require an
infectious virus genome. We

propose to develop a molecular-
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level understanding of the
biological processes during EEEV
infection using a combination of

quantitative mass spectrometry and
quantitative reverse transcription-
PCR. We will also use molecular-
level analysis to investigate the

impact of host cell factors on EEEV
replication and VLP formation.
These experiments will help to

establish a deeper understanding of
the replication of a virus that is a
major cause of human disease.

Relevance: - Our goal is to study
how EEEV and other viruses

replicate their genomes and to use
this knowledge to develop novel
drugs against these pathogens. -
For example, we have found that

one of the two viral
methyltransferases, which modify a

nucleotide
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Swarm spolszczenie Bottom line,

don't use the brand new CPU fan as
a heatsink. It will be completely

toast. The GPU fans though are fine.
Just lay out two fans like so and
make sure you have the most

blades on the GPU. A green HD-DVD
is black, a black CD is white. Buy a
high quality balun from places such

as Â£8 inc. shipping from
ebay.com. It has one end connected

to the indoor aerial, and one end
connected to the outdoor aerial,

and the indoor aerial is connected
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to a TV aerial. You just want to
make sure the balun is very good at
passing signals over long lengths of
cabling. And don't use the system
only channels. Use the channels

available to you with your
transmitter (check your manual).
Good luck. How to use a DVB-S
(Terrestrial) in a dish. The North
Korean Z-1 missile launched on
April 5 from the western part of

Sain Jangchol Island in the Sea of
Japan was put into the state of the

art equipment of Korean rocket
scientists. Tests conducted at the
Sain Jangchol Island successfully

verified the vacuum tube circuit of
the two engines and the chamber of
acceleration, said a source on the
naval base. The source from the

base said that it was not yet
determined which specific model of
vehicle the Z-1 can be used for, but
it is aimed at a short-range missile
with a potential range of about 2 to

3 meters. First deputy director
general for military affairs of the

Korean People's Army (KPA), Ri Jong-
seok, told a session of the National
Assembly in the morning that the
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military has been studying the
possibility of using the Z-1 missile.
"Test tests with the Z-1 are being

carried out
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